10 CALANGUTE BOUTIQUE HOTEL
Shree Nichaldas Arcade, Gauravaddo, Calangute, Baga / Calangute, Goa, India 403 516

Info of this hotel:
With just 10 rooms guests at 10 Calangute are guaranteed a personalized holiday experience. Ideally located a mere 5
minutes walk to the beach, each room at this hotel bears the names of Goa's ten top beaches. Uniquely modeled and
spacious guestrooms are all outfitted with Thai furniture coupled with up to date amenities to provide guests with utmost
comfort. If planning a romantic getaway or your honeymoon, this hotel in Goa with a Bath Tub/Private Jacuzzi in each of the
room should be your top choice. In close proximity guests will also find a wide selection of fine restaurants, markets,
nightclubs, and activities to indulge in.

On the beach belt
We're centrally located within easy reach of any of the beaches of North Goa. You can stroll down the beach from
Calangute, past Candolim Beach, to Sinquerim or up to Baga Beach. A short ride away are the other
heartstoppingly beautiful beaches of North Goa, Anjuna, Vagator, Morjim, Mandrem, Arambol, Querim and
fascinating little beaches in between.
There are flea markets, a Saturday Night Market, and the world famous night clubs of Tito's and Mambo's. You can
access it all from 10 Calangute.
Calangute has great connectivity with buses and taxis. There are cars for hire also motorbikes, motor scooters,
bicycles. These can take you far and near to see some of the other famed sights of Goa.
Cozy Luxury Boutique Hotel in Goa
We are proud of every aspect of our lovely hotel. The huge lobby dominated by one of the most beautiful staircases
this side of Heaven, clearly but unobtrusively defines areas for restaurant, lounge, bar and cozy corners for those
who wish to be alone.
A life-sized engraving of Charlie Chaplin by the artist Hanswal, invites us to the well stocked reading room. The
engraving is a marvelous piece of art etched on a slab of black granite.
Exclusive Events
10 Calangute has become the venue for hosting exclusive events for up to 70 guests. We have corporates
celebrating jubilees and product launches; couples inviting their closest friends and relatives to celebrate their
engagements, weddings, anniversaries.
Another reason why the phone is ringing off the hook is that our lovely venue is just perfect for reunions of all
kinds.
10 Calangute also celebrates special days in the calendar of life like the fabulous New Year Around The World
Party where our guests were dazzled by a wonderful spread of delicacies and culinary masterpieces from all around
the world. If you want to know what went down that day click on Events.
Exclusive meals
If you need a pick-me-up, you can select your beverage from our well-stocked bar. The 20-cover restaurant caters

not just multi-cuisine, but also caters to your particular taste. You can tell the chef exactly how you like your meals
prepared. It's as easy as that.
Spa service
And when you want to look as good as you feel, 10 Calangute has special in-house facility of body treatments. We
bring the spa to you with five types of massages: Swedish, Ayurvedic, Esalen, Deep Tissue and Facial. The
treatment can be availed right at the poolside or in the privacy of your room.
Quiet comfortable hotel in Goa
We are on the bustling, often noisy, Calangute road, but all is calm and serene within 10 Calangute thanks to stateof-the-art soundproofing.
If you want a taste of warm sunshine and cool water, stroll through the glass doors of the lounge on to the enormous
terrace with plunge pool, deck and comfortable sun loungers.
You can even enjoy the sun at the world-famous Calangute Beach. 10 Calangute has partnered with the shack
Flying Dolphin right on Calangute Beach within kissing distance of the waves. You can grab a meal there and they
will provide you with sundeck beds on our behalf.
It will be difficult tearing yourself away from 10 Calangute but we urge you to go out and explore our fascinating
little state of Goa.
From the pick up to the drop off at the airport, we promise you this. You may have to be dragged kicking and
screaming to the airport, because it will be very difficult for you to return to the rush and noise of regular life after
your stay at 10 Calangute.
A Hotel with Great Ambience
What is it that makes us different? We would say it is the ambience of our hotel, the end result of a combination of
winners - spotlessly clean hotel with large luxurious rooms, interiors to die for, huge bathrooms with bath tub and
state-of the-art fittings and luxurious comfort.
Cradled amongst the ten most famous beaches in the world, this exclusive boutique hotel in the heart of Calangute
will surely make your Goa experience truly memorable.
LOCATION:
10 Calangute is 48 km from Dabolim Airport and 16 km from Panjim.
We are lucky in our location situated as we are, bang in the middle of the length of the north Goa coastline between
Sinquerim, Candolim, Calangute and Baga beaches.
You can stroll down to the beach, or browse through colourful ethnic stalls, or visit the art galleries nearby, or shop at the
more swish outlets, or sample the delicacies at any of the restaurants and shacks from lip-smacking Goan cuisine to exotic
international fare. Or you can just close your eyes and engage in that most pleasurable of all holiday activities - do absolutely
nothing...!
Motorbikes, scooters or cars can be hired in Calangute. The beach town is well connected by road with a bus service, taxis
and autorickshaws easily available. You can even hire a bicycle and explore the sun-dappled breezy by-lanes of the
picturesque North Goa beach belt.

The bustling market town of Mapusa is just 8 km away. Don't miss the Friday Market, it's an explosion of colour, scents and
tastes, you won't forget. Neither should you miss the flea markets around Calangute and the big 'uns at Anjuna and Arpora.

ROOMS:
Eight of our 10 rooms Superior Terrace Rooms and Superior Rooms are named after beaches while two rooms are named
after villages. They are all beautiful and warmly welcoming, some with twin beds, some with double beds. Take your pick of
Colva, Baga, Arambol, Palolem, Anjuna, Majorda, Vagator, Candolim, Saligao and Arpora... Majorda is the largest room really, really large.
We have two Superior Terrace rooms, Baga and Vagator - large double rooms with a private terrace complete with sun
loungers and lawn umbrella for al fresco dining. Each Superior Terrace Room bathroom has a private Jacuzzi.
The eight Superior rooms are all special. Warm colours and large spaces make you want to spend time in your room, though
the lounge is as inviting as well. All the bathrooms are large, spacious and have a tub and a shower cubicle (more than what
most deluxe hotels tend to offer). The window in the bathroom adds that romantic hedonist touch, perfect for those in the
throes of love.

You can check out our gorgeous rooms in the photo gallery. Warm toned walls, framed art on the walls, elegant furnishing
and beds you won't want to stir from.
The bathrooms are spotless, very large and beautiful. Each bathroom has a bath tub, a shower unit, gleaming state-of-theart luxury fittings and hot and cold water.
The interiors of the rooms are guaranteed to be pleasing to the most fastidious eye. The furniture is elegant and serviceable.
Each room has a fully loaded min-bar, a tea/coffee maker, a safety locker, a DVD player, plasma screen television and Wi-Fi
connectivity.
FOOD:
If you need a pick-me-up, you can select your beverage from our well-stocked bar. Our restaurant serves not just multicuisine, but also caters to your particular taste. You can tell the chef exactly how you like your meals prepared. It's as easy as
that.
And if you need to be careful about your diet, our chef has an entire set of mouth-watering health dishes. You can consult
with him and tell him your special preferences and the no-no's listed by your doctor (and spouse) and he will move heaven
and earth to conjure the meal of your dreams for you. In fact there is an entire Health Food section in the menu for the
health conscious and each dish also includes a calorie count.
There is a Kiddie's Section in the menu which offers interesting and creative offerings with just the right mix of healthy
eating and a delicious junk food element to keep our young guests happy.
We will soon be introducing a thali lunch which will be both pure-vegetarian and non-veg. All this at pocket friendly prices!
Our kitchen magicians are an interactive team - flexible, innovative and they will go that extra mile to see that you are
satisfied.

